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Table 1. Trade Association and Individual Automaker Comments 

 

Document Key Points for Consideration Include: 

Alliance of Automobile 

Manufacturers and Association 

of Global Automakers 

Comments on NOI to Prepare an 

EIS for Model Year 2022-2025 

CAFE Standards. September 25, 

2017.1  

 Industry strongly supported the 2011 agreement with “a full and fair midterm evaluation of 

the EPA’s 2022-2025 light-duty vehicle greenhouse gas emission standards (to coincide 

with NHTSA’s CAFE rulemaking for those same years) and the establishment of a single, 

harmonized set of standards by NHTSA, EPA, and the State of California.” (Page 2)  

 “In the context of the EIS and the upcoming rulemaking, technological feasibility, 

economic practicability, and the effects of other regulations need much greater 

consideration than previously provided.” (Page 5) 

 “Experience and data show that the levels of powertrain electrification needed for 

compliance with the augural standards exceed past estimates and the widespread consumer 

acceptance of such vehicles remains a challenge for deployment at those levels.” (Page 5) 

 “Air quality and safety regulations require significant investment in technologies that often 

challenge efforts to improve fuel economy.  The delicate balance of competing objectives 

can amplify cost increases (diminishing affordability), resulting in slowed fleet turnover 

and it’s associated oil savings, safety, and emission benefits.” (Page 6) 

 “We support consideration of the full range of potential environmental impacts of new 

standards, beyond just GHG emissions in concert with EPA.“ (Page 7) 

 “We urge the agency to review the most recent scientific literature to update its evaluation 

of these impacts.” (Page 7) 

Alliance of Automobile 

Manufacturers Comments on 

Reconsideration of the Final 

Determination on the MTE, 

October 5, 2017.2  

With regard to the appropriateness of the MY 2022-2025 standards, the Alliance indicated:  

 

 “Adjustments to the regulations are needed to allow automakers to build vehicles that 

consumers want and can afford, encourage innovation and continue on the path of annual 

fuel economy improvements and GHG emissions reductions. 

 Our comments show that many of the projections and assumptions upon which the MY 

2022-2025 rules were based have not proven to be correct. 

                                                           
1 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=NHTSA-2017-0069-0150 

2 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194 
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 The fundamental problems are that the level of technology modeled by the agencies is 

insufficient to meet the standards and that the actual level of technology that industry 

projects is needed to comply with the standards is misaligned with market realities.” (Page 

3) 

With regard to the MY 2021 standards: 

 

 “The 2012 Final Rule fell short of creating a truly harmonized set of CAFE and GHG 

standards, creating increasing challenges with each passing model year. 

 Therefore, reexamination of MY 2021 requirements is appropriate to determine if 

amendment of those standards could achieve the goals of harmonization.”  (Page 4) 

With regard to alternative methodologies and modeling systems: 

 

 “The Alliance has always stressed the importance of close coordination between NHTSA 

and EPA as well as harmonization of the CAFE and GHG programs. 

 Resolving to use one set of models and inputs is a critical, common sense step in that 

direction. 

 The Alliance submits that DOT’s Volpe model and Autonomie simulation, while still in 

need of revision, are more transparent and better account for real-world factors than the 

alternatives to the Volpe model.”  (Page 4) 

 

Trends in technology, compliance and the market indicate that re-consideration of the prior 

determination is needed: 

 

 “Manufacturers have applied technology at rates similar to or greater than NHTSA 

projected in the 2012 Final Rule over the period MY 2012 -2016… However MY 2016 and 

MY 2017 compliance remains a challenge. (Pages 13-16) 

 Anticipated future increases in stringency, based on the standards currently in place for 

future MY’s, accelerate the pace of required improvements beyond those already 

mandated.”  (Pages 13-30) 
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 Significant market shifts have occurred since the 2017-2025 standards were set, including 

increasing penetration of trucks and rising market share for SUVs and CUVs, which 

increase compliance costs. (Pages 25-30) 

 “Multiple issues remain in EPA’s assessment of technology benefits.” (Pages 30-44) 

 “EPA technology costs are underestimated.” (Pages 45-46) 

 There are major problems with EPA’s use of the OMEGA model in projecting compliance 

pathways. (Pages 47-52) 

 “Customer acceptance of efficient models is key to achieving standards.”  (Pages 64-77)    

Association of Global 

Automakers Comments on 

Reconsideration of the Final 

Determination on the MTE, 

October 5, 2017.3  

Global Automakers (GA) comments include: 

 

 “Further harmonization is needed between EPA’s and NHTSA’s standards to make sure 

that when a manufacturer complies with one set of rules, it is also in compliance with the 

other set.” (Page x and pages 11-13)    

 “Full harmonization cannot be realized so long as California and other states continue to 

enforce the Zero Emission Vehicle mandate, which forces automakers to use one of 

the most expensive technologies - electric drive technology - at a greater rate than would 

be required to meet the GHG regulation alone.” (Page x)  

 Previously the GA pointed out that (1) the agencies’ modeling is central to their predictions 

concerning compliance pathways and the cost associated with those pathways, and (2) the 

agencies have not addressed why their model predictions in 2012 were so off and thus have 

not insured that the current modeling does not suffer from the same flaws. GA comments 

document numerous issues with the compliance modeling. (Pages 14-37) 

 “Consumer demand for fuel efficiency is not aligned with the increasing stringency of the 

standards and will create challenges as automakers implement technologies to meet the 

standards.” (Page 3 and 37-44)  

 “The MY 2021 standards have a higher year-over-year increase in 2021 than other years of 

the program, and this jump creates a challenge for automakers. It would therefore be 

appropriate for the agencies to consider whether adjustments to those standards may be 

appropriate. At the very least, we would recommend that EPA and NHTSA amend their 

                                                           
3 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=NHTSA-2016-0068-0236 
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respective regulations to address the harmonization issues raised” by automakers.  (Page 

44) 

 “The post-2025 regulatory direction is critical, because these efforts require significant 

changes in customer behavior, infrastructure, and the overall auto market. They will also 

require billions of dollars of investment, which must come from profitable vehicles, as well 

as protect against the inevitable possibility of technology obsolescence and stranded 

investment. By incorporating a longer look at where industry trends are going, the agencies 

can and should weigh priorities and consider how to properly balance all aspects of 

the regulation through MY 2025.” (Pages 47-48) 

Ford Comments on the Proposed   

Determination on the 

Appropriateness of the Model 

Year 2022-2025 Light Duty 

Vehicle Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions Standards Under the 

Mid-Term Evaluation, December 

30, 2016.4   

Ford provided comments including confidential business information (CBI) to support its position 

that: 

 

 “A wide variety of vehicle attributes, such as safety, utility, and price/value, contribute 

more significantly to the typical consumer’s purchase decision than fuel economy”  (Pages 

3-7) 

 “The costs of new technologies and the accelerated investment cadence necessary to meet 

the MY 2022-2025 GHG standards cannot be fully recovered” (Pages 7-10) 

 “Compliance with the MY 2022-2025 GHG standards would require far more 

electrification than EPA has projected”  (Pages 10-14) 

 “The MY 2022-2025 GHG standards would drive increased vehicle costs, reducing the 

affordability of vehicles and adversely impacting vehicle sales, segmentation and industry 

employment” (Pages 14-19) 

Mercedes Benz Comments on 

Draft Technical Analysis Report, 

September 26, 2016.5  

Mercedes Benz provided comments unique to its position in the luxury car market, including: 

 

 With regard to electrification, “Mercedes-Benz experience with this technology has the 

same trend as the overall market as acknowledged in the draft TAR: lack of consumer 

acceptance. The success of these technologies is dependent on consumer acceptance, 

                                                           

4 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-6153 

5 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-4015 
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public infrastructure support, and private infrastructure investment.”  However, 

“infrastructure investments are not meeting expectations.”  (Page 3) 

 With regard to acceleration, “the agencies assume that a single, “average”, performance 

criteria can represent an entire vehicle segment, and once again overlooks the unique case 

of independent luxury car manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz.” (Page 5-6) 

 With regard to aerodynamics, Mercedes “best in class vehicles, such as the CLA, are 

approaching the theoretical limit of the lowest drag possible for a vehicle in each of these 

segments. Despite these achievements, EPA assumes Mercedes-Benz can employ a 20% 

reduction in drag to help achieve compliance on every model it makes.” (Pages 6-7) 

Fiat Chrysler Comments on 

Draft Technical Analysis Report, 

September 26, 2016.6  

Fiat Chrysler provided detailed comments on the draft TAR including CBI: 

 

 With regard to modeled compliance, “FCA anticipates higher levels of costlier 

technologies, primarily strong electrification, will be necessary.” (Page i and Pages 6-75 in 

Appendix A) 

 FCA recommends: “While there may be cost differences, there is no reason agencies and 

industry cannot agree on the benefits of technology – establish a government/industry 

panel to clearly and transparently determine the benefits of technology bundles used.” 

(Page vii) 

 “Consumer acceptance is central to the mid-term evaluation. Low fuel prices, and 

persistently low demand for electrified and other high efficiency vehicles remains a central 

risk to the success of the 2025 standards” (Page 75) 

 “Consumer acceptance is broader than just fuel savings and affordability.”  (Pages 76-117) 

 “If the cost of new technologies exceeds what a customer is willing to pay,” the average 

age of vehicles on the road “may increase as customers decide to hold on to their current 

vehicles longer or purchase from the used vehicle market.  The agencies acknowledged the 

risk of aging fleet but did not calculate the environmental impact.” (Page iv and pages 112-

114)    

                                                           

6 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-4176 
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General Motors Comments on 

Proposed Determination on the 

Appropriateness of the Model 

Year 2022-2025 Light-duty 

Vehicle Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions Standards under the 

Midterm Evaluation, December 

30, 2016.7  

 “GM has reconstructed in-depth the EPA’s OMEGA model analysis on two of its products, 

a full-size pickup and a midsize car, which together account for over one quarter of GM 

U.S. sales.” (Page 2) 

 “This analysis shows that many of the effectiveness values used by EPA on many of the 

technologies are fundamentally overstated, and that implementation of the technology 

packages in the EPA analysis is insufficient to meet the required 2025 emission levels.” 

(Page 2 and Appendix A) 

 “EPA errors are apparent, the most notable being overstated fuel economy improvements 

attributable to transmission and/or gearbox improvements.” (Page 2) 

 “Unfortunately, this latest shift in the EPA technical modeling to heavy reliance on large 

automatic transmission efficiency improvements is consistent with a pattern in which EPA 

postulates unrealistic estimates for major technology improvements, which it withdraws 

when confronted by contradictory data, only to replace it with a new and unfounded 

overreach on yet another technology in order to arrive at the same final conclusion.” (Page 

3)  

Toyota Comments on 

Reconsideration of the Final 

Determination on the MTE, 

October 5, 2017.8  

 “Toyota asserts that compliance with the current requirements through the 2025 MY 

require gasoline hybrid electric vehicles or more sophisticated forms of vehicle 

electrification at sales volumes significantly higher than the agencies’ estimates and at 

levels the market is unable or unwilling to support absent significant changes in market 

signals (e.g. higher fuel prices, subsidies or incentives).” (Page 2) 

 “The FD ignored consumer acceptance, in concluding the 2022-25 MY standards are 

feasible without program adjustments. The more reasonable conclusion based on data in 

the record is that more sophisticated and costly technologies will be required to meet the 

standards, and therefore the role of consumers and market acceptance are much more 

critical in assessing feasibility.” (Page 3) 

 “The information Toyota has provided over the course of the MTE demonstrates the 2022-

2025 MY requirements are not appropriate. The level of electrification needed to comply 

exceeds past agency modeling estimates and is not aligned with market realities. Further, 

the One National Program goal of GHG and CAFE harmonization has not been realized. 

                                                           

7 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-6157 

8 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=NHTSA-2017-0068-0215 
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Program adjustments are needed that either incentivize the technologies required for 

compliance or bring the standards in line with the conventional gasoline technologies the 

market will accept.” (Page 9) 

Volkswagen comments on draft 

TAR, September 26, 2016.9  
 “In general, Volkswagen’s cost estimates for technologies to improve the effectiveness of 

conventional cars are higher than the Agencies’ assumed costs and the efficiency values 

are lower than predicted in the TAR.” Specific examples are given for cylinder 

deactivation, variable valve lift, and downsized engines. (Page 4) 

 “Volkswagen does project significant differences in costs and efficiencies for 

electrification strategies projected by the EPA in the Draft TAR.” (Page 5) 

Nissan Comments on 

Reconsideration of the Final 

Determination on the MTE, 

October 5, 2017.10 

 

 “The Midterm Evaluation must be a harmonized, comprehensive, deliberative and data-

driven assessment of not only the numeric value of the GHG emissions and Fuel Economy 

standards but also of the other elements of the program that impact manufacturers’ 

compliance.  Close coordination between EPA, NHTSA, and CARB is essential to 

maintain the goals of ONP and should include longer term (i.e., beyond 2025) national 

GHG and CAFE visions.” (Page 1) 

 “The GHG and CAFE standards should increase at a technologically and economically 

feasible rate that reflects market demand. As the standards become increasingly more 

stringent, Nissan believes the spread of innovative technologies, such as electric vehicles 

(“EVs”), beyond advancement in ICE technologies is needed, and consumer acceptance for 

such technologies plays a key role.” (Page 2) 

 “Higher penetration of advanced technology vehicles than originally estimated by EPA and 

NHTSA is needed to achieve the GHG and CAFE goals. Nissan’s analysis shows that more 

electrification of the fleet will be required to meet the increasingly stringent standards.” 

(Page 3) 

 “Despite the efforts of Nissan and others, EV market growth has been slower than expected 

due to a variety of factors outside of the OEM’s control (e.g., declining fuel prices and 

continued consumer acceptance challenges). While the number of electrified models 

offered in the market today is increasing, a total market share remains significantly small. 

Closer examination of the market status and consumer acceptance and demands on fuel 

                                                           
9 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=NHTSA-2016-0068-0093 

10 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=NHTSA-2016-0068-9063 
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efficient technologies is necessary; current research does not adequately capture the 

complexity of this topic. For example, public EV infrastructure is not developing fast 

enough to support consumer needs and expectations.” (Page 3) 

 “Widespread adoption of EVs requires not only industry to broadly embrace investment in 

these technologies, but also for consumers to adopt these new technologies. While some 

consumer incentives exist, they are not always stable and the future availability is 

unpredictable. Nissan believes overcoming these consumer acceptance and market 

challenges is vital for the success of ONP and for long-term GHG reductions and fuel 

savings. Continued governmental efforts to expand the EV market are, thus, essential to 

complement the efforts already in place by EV industry leaders such as Nissan.” (Page 5)  
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Table 2. New Information Relevant to the Midterm Evaluation and CAFE Rulemaking 

 

Document  Key Points for Consideration Include: 

Evaluation of the Environmental 

Protection Agency’s Lumped 

Parameter Model Informed Projections 

from the Proposed Determination, 

Novation Analytics Report, September 

2017.11 

 “The results of this study indicate that the changes EPA has made to the LPM have 

not eliminated its over-projection of technology effectiveness for a number of the 

technologies EPA projects can be deployed to achieve the Greenhouse Gas 

standards in MY 2025. When evaluated in the powertrain conversion efficiency 

domain, the LPM/OMEGA results for the Proposed Determination appear to be 

over-projected for approximately 19% of spark-ignition (SI) non-hybrid 

powertrains, and particularly for Atkinson engine based powertrains (a technology 

which represents over 20% of the OMEGA projected MY 2025 sales volume).” 

(Page 40) 

 “The results suggest that EPA has under-proiected the levels of powertrain 

technology which will be required to achieve the MY 2025 standards and that 

more technology will be required to achieve the standards than reflected in EPA's 

Proposed and Final Determinations.” (Page 40) 

 “Due to the plausibility issues identified with the current LPM/OMEGA model 

process, and consistent with the issues identified with earlier versions of the 

models, Novation recommends that the EPA discard the LPM in its entirety. The 

best approach would be for EPA to replace the LPM with a 1-D full vehicle 

simulation model that could provide model estimates for the array of technology 

bundles considered in the OMEGA optimization model.”  (Page 41) 

MY 2016 Baseline Study, Novation 

Analytics Report, September 2017.12  
 “Compared to the Agency projections for the MYs 2012-2016 timeframe, the 

improvements in the passenger car and light-duty truck fleet 2-cycle tailpipe CO2 

performance have been at a rate that is lower than the agencies anticipated. This has 

increased manufacturers’ reliance on credits for compliance with the footprint 

standards. 

 The phase-out of FFV credits since MY 2015, particularly under the GHG program, 

has put pressure on fleet compliance with the standards.  Additional A/C and Off-

cycle credits and/or vehicle 2-cycle performance improvements must compensate 

                                                           
11 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194 (Attachment 3) 

12 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194 (Attachment 1) 

https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194
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for phased-out FFV credits. 

 Even with the availability of credits, the light-duty truck fleet performed at a 

deficit to the MY 2016 GHG footprint standards. With the loss of FFV CO2 credit 

after MY 2015, net A/C and Off-Cycle credits generated by manufacturers in MY 

2016 has not made up that deficit. 

 The light-duty truck market share continues to increase at the expense of passenger 

cars, exposing more of its gap between actual performance versus agency 

projection. The resulting combined fleet performance has moved from compliance 

with the standards without credits, to requiring credits to comply, to 

underperforming relative to the standards even with current year credits generated. 

 The gap between agency projections and actual performance is likely the result of 

over optimistic technology deployment assumptions on the part of the agencies. 

While manufacturers have exceeded agency expectations for certain technologies, 

such as spark ignition direct injection and high ratio-spread transmissions, other 

technologies have significantly lagged agency projections. 

 The over optimistic agency projected technology deployment rates can combine 

with agency assumptions on the technology’s effectiveness as a key source of the 

agencies’ over optimistic projected rate of 2-cycle tailpipe performance 

improvement. This is likely the case with agency’s assumptions on hybrid 

technology.” (Pages 52-54) 

NHTSA should also consider the Novation Analytics MY 2017 Baseline Study when it 

becomes available.  

 Leard, B., Linn, J., and Zhou, Y., 

“How Much Do Consumers Value 

Fuel Economy and Performance? 

Evidence from Technology Adoption,” 

Resources for the Future Report, June 

2017.13 

 “During historical periods in which US fuel economy standards were unchanging, 

automakers increased performance but not fuel economy, contrasting with recent 

periods of tightening standards and rising fuel economy.  

 This paper evaluates the welfare consequences of automakers forgoing 

performance increases to raise fuel economy as standards have tightened since 

2012. 

                                                           
13 http://www.rff.org/files/document/file/RFF-Rpt-WTP_FuelEconomy%26Performance.pdf 

http://www.rff.org/files/document/file/RFF-Rpt-WTP_FuelEconomy%26Performance.pdf
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 Using a unique data set and a novel approach to account for fuel economy and 

performance endogeneity, we find undervaluation of fuel cost savings and high 

valuation of performance.  

 Welfare costs of forgone performance approximately equal expected fuel savings 

benefits, suggesting approximately zero net private consumer benefit from 

tightened standards.” (Page 1) 

Allcott, H., and Knittel, C., “Are 

Consumers Poorly-Informed about 

Fuel Economy? Evidence from Two 

Experiments,” Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology Center for Energy and 

Environmental Policy Research 

Report, January 13, 2017.14 

 “It has long been argued that people are poorly-informed about and inattentive to 

fuel economy when buying cars, and that this causes us to buy low-fuel economy 

vehicles despite our own best interest.  

 We test this assertion by running two experiments providing fuel economy 

information to people shopping for new vehicles.  

 We find zero statistical or economic effect of information on average fuel 

economy of vehicles purchased.  

 In the context of a simple optimal policy model, the estimates suggest that 

imperfect information and inattention are not valid as significant justifications for 

fuel economy standards at current or planned levels.” (Page 1) 

Davis, L. W., and Knittel, C. R., “Are 

Fuel Economy Standards Regressive?”  

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Center for Energy and Environmental 

Policy Research Report, December 

2016.15 

 

 “Many countries use fuel economy standards to reduce transportation-related 

carbon dioxide emissions. We pair a simple model of the automobile automakers’ 

profit maximization problem with unusually rich nationally representative data on 

vehicle registrations to estimate the distributional impact of U.S. fuel economy 

standards.  

 The key insight from the model is that fuel economy standards impose a constraint 

on automakers which creates an implicit subsidy for fuel-efficient vehicles and an 

implicit tax for fuel-inefficient vehicles. Moreover, when these obligations are 

tradable, permit prices make it possible to quantify the exact magnitude of these 

implicit subsidies and taxes.  

 We use the model to determine which U.S. vehicles are most subsidized and taxed, 

and we compare the pattern of ownership of these vehicles between high- and low-

income census tracts.” (Page i)  

                                                           
14 http://ceepr.mit.edu/files/papers/2017-008.pdf 

15 http://ceepr.mit.edu/files/papers/2016-016.pdf 

http://ceepr.mit.edu/files/papers/2017-008.pdf
http://ceepr.mit.edu/files/papers/2016-016.pdf
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 “When we consider new vehicles only, we find that CAFE is mildly progressive. 

But, of course, fuel economy standards impact not only new vehicles, but used 

vehicles as well. When we consider both new and used vehicles, the pattern 

reverses and we find that CAFE is mildly regressive. High-income households 

bear less cost as a fraction of income than low-income households.” (Page 25) 

Annual Energy Outlook 2017, U. S. 

Energy Information Administration 

(EIA), January 2017.16  

 

Strategic Vision’s New Vehicle 

Experience Study (NVES)17  

These are two sources of information (with annual updates) that NHTSA can use to 

understand and project consumer valuation of fuel economy: 

 

 EIA projects U. S. gasoline prices to remain relatively low through 2030. (Page 

25) 

 NVES maintains a comprehensive post-purchase survey of over 300,000 new car 

buyers each year, investigating the motivations driving customer choices. 

Exponent Failure Analysis Associates, 

Inc., “Assessment of Greenhouse Gas 

(GHG) and Corporate Average Fuel 

Economy (CAFE) Technology Cost 

assumptions: Technical 

Memorandum,” September 2017.18 

 

 “A review of the FEV analysis, the OMEGA and Volpe models, and the findings 

and recommendations by the NAS committee clearly identify significant 

weaknesses in the application of tear-down costed technologies, and demonstrate 

the need for improved analyses and greater accuracy in assessments of the direct 

manufacturing cost assumptions that underlie the GHG and CAFE standards for 

MY 2017-2025 vehicles.” (Page 4) 

 “Incorrect and /or inconsistent application of tear-down-based cost estimates, in 

relation to the assumed 450,000 annual volume, states of design, and stranded 

capital costs, result in the underestimation of GHG and CAFE compliance costs.” 

(Page 5)  For example, 

 “(I)t is inappropriate to apply the direct cost estimates “directly into the OMEGA 

and Volpe models as “incremental costs” because they are not developed as costs 

incremental to technologies already in production.” (Page 4) 

 “(T)he accounting for stranded capital is not complete and leads to understated 

costs.” (Page 4) 

                                                           
16 https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/ 

17 https://www.strategicvision.com/nves 

18 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194 (Attachment 4) 

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194
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 The “application of learning in the OMEGA and Volpe models is not justified 

because it is time-based, whereas the “learnings” are realized as production 

volume increases, a parameter dependent on market conditions rather than time.” 

(Page 6) 

 “To the extent the OMEGA and Volpe models assume cost reduction learnings 

before production is initiated, the models underestimate true costs.” (Page 7) 

 “The unprecedented and rapid deployment rate of advanced technologies in 

response to GHG and CAFE standards can be in conflict with the “economies of 

scale” that underlie some assumptions used by EPA and NHTSA to develop cost 

estimates.” (Page 7) 

Center for Automotive Research, 

“Automotive Product Development 

Cycles and the Need for Balance with 

the Regulatory Environment,” 

September 2017.19   

 “One of the greatest risks an OEM faces for any investment, but particularly for 

powertrain investment since it is so large and specialized, is having an investment 

become stranded.  That is, if a specific nameplate or vehicle platform fails in the 

market place or needs to be replaced before its planned life cycle, any engine or 

transmission program and plant investment that is tied to such a platform is at risk 

of needing to be absorbed by other vehicle programs or be “stranded” and written 

off as a loss. 

 Driven by the need to introduce technology faster, the product development 

process is shortened resulting in higher development costs and increasing stranded 

capital. This is exacerbated as the OEMs at the same time are satisfying market 

forces with an increasing cadence of vehicle introductions and regulations forcing 

rapid powertrain technology change.  

 While regulations to meet 2025 fuel economy and greenhouse gas targets increase, 

automakers face pressures of less time to make significant product changes, less 

opportunity for technology learning, and less time to amortize their costs.  Further, 

pushing product development activity faster and at higher volume stresses the 

systems and resources, in particular engineering expertise, and adds costs not fully 

anticipated or accounted for by the regulators.” (Page 1) 

 

                                                           
19 http://www.cargroup.org/automotive-product-development-cycles-and-the-need-for-balance-with-the-regulatory-environment/ 
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“Critical Assessment of Certain 

Technical and Economic Assumptions 

Made in EPA's Final Determination on 

the Appropriateness of the Model Year 

2022-2025 Light-Duty Vehicle 

Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards 

under the Midterm Evaluation,” Trinity 

Consultants and NERA Economic 

Consulting Memo, October 2017.20 

 

 Readily available data indicate that EPA’s estimate of the difference between 

laboratory and real-world fuel economy underestimates the real difference. "As a 

result, EPA has overestimated the real-world greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 

benefits of the standard as well as the resulting savings in fuel costs. This finding 

indicates that EPA’s accounting overstates fuel economy benefits.” (Page 1) 

 Improvements in energy efficiency decrease the cost of energy consumption and 

thus lead to an increase in energy use; this is called the “rebound effect.”  “A 

careful review of the literature that EPA has cited regarding the rebound effect 

actually indicates an average value for the rebound effect of about 20 percent, 

twice the 10 percent value used by EPA. Use of the higher value will reduce the 

GHG and fuel savings expected from the GHG standards. We estimate that EPA’s 

choice of a 10 percent rebound effect (rather than the average value of 20 percent) 

leads the agency to overstate the cumulative GHG reductions from the 2022 to 

2025 GHG standards by more than 12 million metric tons in calendar year 2050.” 

(Page 2) 

 EPA’s position is that “discount rates of 3 percent and 7 percent are appropriate for 

use in assessing how consumers value future savings in fuel costs.  A review of the 

existing literature indicates that discount rates on the order 11 to 16 percent are 

more appropriate estimates of the value that consumers place on future fuel 

savings. Substitution of these higher discount rates reduces EPA’s estimate of the 

value of future fuel savings based on the current standards by $20 to $71 billion.” 

(Page 2) 

 EPA’s position is that “it is neither worthwhile nor necessary to estimate 

quantitatively the effect that increases in new-vehicle prices due to compliance 

with the existing GHG standards has on new vehicles sales. Our finding is that 

“there is a substantial, peer-reviewed literature indicating a demand elasticity of -

1.0 for new vehicle sales—in other words, that a 1 percent increase in price would 

lead to a 1 percent decrease in new vehicle sales. Using this value and EPA’s 

estimate of the potential cost/price increase due to the standards results in an 

estimate that 1.3 million fewer model year 2022 to 2025 vehicles would be sold if 

                                                           
20 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194 (Attachment 6) 

https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9194
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the currently adopted MY 2022- 2025 GHG standards are implemented.” (Page 2) 

 EPA’s position is “because federal regulations do not include Zero-Emission 

Vehicle (ZEV) requirements adopted by California and other states, EPA can 

account for the GHG reduction benefits of these ZEVs but may also ignore the 

associated cost.”  Our finding is that “while ZEVs deployed because of ZEV 

requirements will reduce GHG emissions and be part of manufacturers’ plans for 

compliance with the federal regulations, the need to deploy ZEVs will 

substantially increase manufacturers’ compliance costs. Based on EPA and CARB 

data for model-year 2025 vehicle volumes and incremental ZEV costs, the 

compliance cost increases from $13.8 billion to $18.7 billion when the cost of 

ZEVs is included—an increase of about 35 percent. Given the magnitude of the 

impact of the ZEV requirements on the resources of the auto industry, EPA should 

consider those impacts in its analyses.” (Pages 2-3) 

 EPA’s position is that “compliance with the existing GHG standards through 

model-year 2025 can be achieved without significant vehicle electrification.”  Our 

finding is that “all 2016 model-year vehicles that comply with the existing 2025 

model-year standard are electrified. This fact provides no support for EPA’s 

position on electrification. To the extent that EPA’s position on electrification is 

incorrect, actual changes in vehicle technology required for compliance will be 

much more dramatic than EPA has estimated and the costs of compliance will also 

be dramatically higher.” (Page 3) 

Pannone, G., Betz, B., Reale, M., and 

Thomas, J., “Decomposing Fuel 

Economy and Greenhouse Gas 

Regulatory Standards in the Energy 

Conversion Efficiency and Tractive 

Energy Domain,” SAE Int. J. Fuels 

Lubr. 10(1):2017, doi:10.4271/2017-

01-089721   

 The three foundational elements that determine mobile source energy use and 

tailpipe carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are the tractive energy requirements of the 

vehicle, the energy conversion efficiency of the propulsion system, and the energy 

source. 

 For current vehicles, the tractive energy requirements and overall energy 

conversion efficiency are readily available from the decomposition of test data.   

 For future applications, plausible levels of mass reduction, aerodynamic drag 

improvements, and tire-rolling resistance can be transposed into the tractive energy 

domain. 

                                                           
21 http://papers.sae.org/2017-01-0897/ 

http://papers.sae.org/2017-01-0897/
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 Similarly, by combining thermodynamics, mechanical efficiency, and kinetic 

energy recovery fundamentals with logical proxies, achievable levels of energy 

conversion efficiency van be established to allow for the evaluation of future 

powertrain requirements. 

 Combining the plausible levels of tractive energy and efficiency provides a means 

to compute sustainable vehicle and propulsion system scenarios that can achieve 

future regulations. 

 When compared to the rule-making assumptions, the results indicate that a greater 

level of advanced vehicle and propulsion system technology deployment will be 

required to achieve the model year (MY) 2025 U. S. standards for fuel economy 

and CO2 emissions. 

Competitive Enterprise Institute 

Comments on Reconsideration of the 

Final Determination on the MTE, 

October 5, 2017.22 

 “EPA and NHTSA have long held that consumers “undervalue” fuel economy. 

Typically, they argue that the reduction in fuel savings more than offsets the higher 

cost of vehicles equipped with new fuel saving technology. But consumers base 

their purchasing decisions on several vehicle attributes, such as safety, amenities, 

utility, and style, not just the balance sheet comparison between purchase price and 

fuel expenditures. More importantly, consumers consider the tradeoff between the 

purchase price and everything else on which they might spend or invest their 

money.” (Page 8) 

 “Note, too, that when agencies set fuel economy standards, all the business risk 

falls on the manufacturers and automobile dealers. The agencies have no skin in 

the game. They lose not a penny if the market reveals consumers don’t want 

vehicles built to the agencies’ specifications.”  (Page 9) 

 CEI argues that there has been inadequate consideration of the standards’ impact 

on traffic safety. (Pages 9-12) 

Walton, T., “Opportunity Cost, 

Willingness to Pay, and Affordability 

of the Model Year 2016-2025 Fuel 

Economy Standards, in Defour Group 

LLC Comments on Reconsideration of 

 “The agencies’ “engineering” models fail to account for the opportunity costs they 

impose on auto buyers when the agencies’ mandates preclude customers from 

acquiring vehicle attributes they value more highly than increased fuel economy.  

Vehicle buyers can use the very same technologies that vehicle manufacturers 

must develop in order to comply with fuel efficiency technology mandates to 

                                                           
22 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9731 
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the Final Determination on the MTE, 

October 4, 2017.23  

 

instead achieve greater vehicle size, performance, safety, and a myriad of other 

vehicle attributes of much greater value than increased fuel economy.  At today’s 

fuel prices, there is zero willingness to pay for mandated fuel economy increases 

and the opportunity costs of the standards substantially exceed the agencies’ 

estimates of gross benefits, defined as net present value of fuel savings less vehicle 

hardware and maintenance costs.” (Page 1) 

 “Consumers would incur substantial net negative benefits even at the much higher 

fuel prices assumed in the agencies’ “engineering” models.  These models do not 

and cannot account for the complex economic tradeoffs auto manufacturers must 

make to successfully satisfy customer demand in the intensely competitive, 

dynamic, and ever changing automotive market.  Several studies have shown that 

the high and exponentially increasing cost of the MY 2017 to MY 2025 standards 

will be disproportionately borne by those least able to afford them.” (Page 1) 

 “While engineering models such as those utilized by the agencies may find 

positive gross benefits and thus increased “income” to be derived from fuel 

efficiency technologies, economic models – models that are used by business 

people in the real world - net out the opportunity costs imposed by vehicle fuel 

economy mandates.  They necessarily show negative net benefits from binding 

fuel economy mandates.  That’s because spending the income provided by the 

mandated fuel efficiency gains on enhanced performance, carrying capacity, safety 

(e.g., lane control, automatic braking, parking, etc.) and numerous other vehicle 

attributes provides still greater value to consumers who are bound by the 

mandates.”  (Page 4)  

American Iron and Steel Institute 

Comments on Reconsideration of the 

Final Determination on the MTE, 

October 5, 2017.24  

 

 “As part of its Reconsideration on the Final Determination, EPA has requested 

specific input on factors relevant to setting the GHG standards under Section 

202(a) of the Clean Air Act, including “impacts of the standards on reductions of 

emissions…and availability of realistic technological concepts for improving 

efficiency in automobiles that consumers demand, as well as any indirect impacts 

                                                           
23 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9097 

24 https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2015-0827-9005 
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on emissions (82 Fed. Reg. 39551 at 39553).”” (Page 4) 

 “AISI contends the current regulatory structure will likely result in increased 

emissions from the light duty vehicle sector if it is implemented through light 

weighting using alternative materials with inherently higher production emissions 

than advanced steel solutions.” (Pages 4 - 6) 
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Table 3. Information Related to the Increase in Gasoline Direct Injection Engines and their Environmental Impact 

 

Document Key Points for Consideration Include: 

Draft Technical Assessment Report:  

Midterm Evaluation of Light-Duty 

Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission 

Standards and Corporate Average Fuel 

Economy Standards for Model Years 

2022-2025, Office of Transportation 

and Air Quality U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency  

National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration U.S. Department of 

Transportation  

And California Air Resources Board, 

July, 201625  
 

EPA projects a rapid growth in gasoline direct injection (GDI) engines in response 

to its 2012-2025 GHG standards: 

 
 “In particular, vehicles utilizing gasoline direct injection engines (GDI) have been 

entering the market at a very rapid pace. In MY2008, GDI engines represented 2.3 

percent of production. That number has grown to just over 45 percent of expected 

production in MY2015.” (Page 3-12) 
 “Use of GDI allows an increase of compression ratio of approximately 0.5 to 1.5 

points relative to naturally aspirated or turbocharged engines using port- fuel-

injection (e.g., an increase from 9.9:1 for the 5.3L PFI GM Vortec 5300 to 11:1 for 

the 5.3L GDI GM Ecotec3 with similar 87 AKI gasoline octane requirements)”  

(Page 5-19) 
 “All manufacturers make increasing, and consistently high use of engine 

technologies such as variable valve timing and lift (VVT and VVL, respectively) 

and direct injection (SGDI)” (Page 13-72) 
 Passenger car GDI projected penetration rate of 69% by 2030, Figure 13.30 (Page 

13-62) 

 Light duty truck GDI projected penetration rate of 88% by 2030, Figure 13.34 

(page 13-68) 

 

EPA did not mention that GDI vehicles typically have higher exhaust particulate 

matter (PM) emissions than ported fuel injected vehicles (PFI), nor did they 

estimate the impact of GDI vehicles on PM emissions. The following studies all 

show PM emissions of GDI vehicles higher than PFI vehicles.  

 Chen, Braisher, Crossley, Stone, and 

Richardson, “The Influence of Ethanol 

Blends on Particulate Matter 

 “GDI (Gasoline Direct Injection) engines are of particular interest because they are 

a key enabler for reducing CO2 emissions from gasoline-powered vehicles. 

Frohlich and Borgmann demonstrated a 20% higher fuel economy for a spray-

                                                           

25 https://www.epa.gov/regulations-emissions-vehicles-and-engines/midterm-evaluation-light-duty-vehicle-greenhouse-gas 
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Emissions from Gasoline Direct 

Injection Engines”26  
 

guided DISI (Direct Injection Spark Ignition) combustion system, which is the 

same type as the one used for the present work, than for a PFI (Port Fuel Injection) 

engine.” (Page 1) 

 “However SGDI (Spray-Guided Direction Injection) derived PM emissions have a 

high Pn (Particulate Number) in the nucleation mode (∼10-100 nm) and may not 

pass future particulate number-based regulations as readily as they would mass-

based regulations. Some previous research suggests SGDI-generated PM is about 

an order of magnitude more than PFI derived PM in terms of number 

concentrations. It is thus important to know the characteristics of PM emissions 

from SGDI engines on a number basis.”  (Page 2)  

Karavalakis, Short, Vu, et al, “A 

Complete Assessment of the Emissions 

Performance of Ethanol Blends and 

Iso-Butanol Blends from a Fleet of 

Nine PFI and GDI Vehicles”27   

 “The emissions profiles for the different vehicles also showed differences, with the 

wall-guided DI vehicles showing higher PM mass, and particle number compared 

to the PFI vehicles.”  (Page 1) 

Sobotowski, Butler, and Guerra, “A 

Pilot Study of Fuel Impacts on PM 

Emissions from Light-Duty Gasoline 

Vehicles” EPA 28  

 “The GDI vehicle generally produced higher PM emissions than the PFI vehicles, 

most notably during operation on the lower-PM-Index fuels.”  (Page 1) 

Short, Vu, Durbin, Karavalakis, Asa-

Awuku, “Components of Particle 

Emissions from Light-Duty Spark-

Ignition Vehicles with Varying 

Aromatic Content and Octane Rating 

in Gasoline” 29  

 “Previous studies have shown higher particulate matter (PM) emissions with GDI 

engines compared to PFI engines. Fuel impingement on the piston and cylinder 

surfaces (pool fires) in GDI engines can generate liquid fuel that is partially 

vaporized and not well mixed with ambient air at the start of combustion, leading 

to charge heterogeneity and localized fuel-rich regions in the charge cloud and 

higher PM concentrations.” (Page B) 

 “Increased vehicular particle emissions can cause adverse health effects. Specific 

components of vehicle PM composition, such as water-soluble components, can 

pose a health risk to humans. For example, water-soluble PM has been linked to 

                                                           
26 SAE2010-01-0793  doi:10.4271/2010-01-0793, http://papers.sae.org/2010-01-0793/ 
27 SAE2015-01-0957, doi:10.4271/2015-01-0957, http://papers.sae.org/2015-01-0957/ 
28 SAE Int. J. Fuels Lubr. 8(1): 2015, doi: 10.4271/2015-01-9071, http://papers.sae.org/2015-01-9071/ 
29 Environ. Sci. Technol., August 2015, DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.5b03138, http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.5b03138 
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pulmonary and cardiovascular diseases, and long-term exposure is known to cause 

human DNA damage. In addition, water-soluble PM has been linked with the 

cellular production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Furthermore, water-soluble 

nanoparticles can grow to micron droplet sizes when inhaled leading to increased 

PM deposition rates.” (Page B) 

Saliba, Saleh, Zhao, et al, “Comparison 

of Gasoline Direct-Injection (GDI) and 

Port Fuel Injection 

(PFI) Vehicle Emissions: Emission 

Certification Standards, Cold-Start, 

Secondary Organic Aerosol Formation 

Potential, and Potential 

Climate Impacts”30 

 “Gasoline direct-injection (GDI) engines have higher fuel economy compared to 

the more widely used port fuel injection (PFI) engines. Although real-world fuel 

economy improvements from GDI technology alone are close to 1.5%, they can 

reach 8% by downsizing and turbocharging the engine, which can be achieved on 

GDI engines without loss of power compared to PFI engines. As a result, the 

market share of GDI-equipped vehicles has increased dramatically over the past 

decade and is expected to reach 50% of new gasoline vehicles sold in 2016.” (Page 

6543) 

 “This study reports tailpipe emission data from 82 light-duty gasoline vehicles. 

Data from 19 vehicles tested in 2014 are combined with previously published data 

for 63  

vehicles previously reported in May et al. The same protocols were used in both 

test campaigns.” (Page 6543) 

 “Previous studies have shown that GDI engines have higher PM mass and particle 

number emissions than PFI engines. A significant fraction of the GDI PM 

emissions is black carbon (BC), formed from incomplete fuel volatilization and 

mixing. GDI vehicles may have trouble meeting the recently promulgated Federal 

Tier3 and California LEV3 PM emissions standards.” (Page 6543) 

 “For vehicles certified as LEV2 or to a stricter standard, we measured higher PM 

mass emissions from GDI vehicles (4.2 ±1.0 mg/mi, N  = 15) compared to PFI 

vehicles (2.6 ± 0.5 mg/mi, N  = 30). This difference is statistically significant (p  = 

0.05)” (Page 6545) 
 

 

 
  

                                                           
30 Environ. Sci Technol., April 2017, 51, 6542−6552, DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.6b06509, http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.6b06509 
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Table 4. Climate Models 

 

Document  Key Points for Consideration: 

 Voosen, P., 2016, “Climate scientists 

open up their black boxes to scrutiny,” 

Science, 354: 401-2. 31 
 

 “Roeckner’s skill was handling details like the effects of rough terrain or the 

formation of clouds—processes too fine-grained for models to render within the 

imaginary boxes, tens of kilometers on a side, into which they divide the 

atmosphere and ocean. Instead, modelers ‘parameterize’ such details, coming up 

with equations meant to approximate their effects. When the equations miss the 

mark and the model strays from the known climate, scientists like Roeckner bring 

it back into harmony by adjusting them. Other disciplines might call this 

calibration. In climate science, it’s called tuning.” (Page 401) 

 “Indeed, whether climate scientists like to admit it or not, nearly every model has 

been calibrated precisely to the 20th century climate records—otherwise it would 

have ended up in the trash.” (Page 401) 

 “For years, climate scientists had been mum in public about their ‘secret sauce’: 

What happened in the models stayed in the models. The taboo reflected fears that 

climate contrarians would use the practice of tuning to seed doubt about models—

and, by extension, the reality of human driven warming.” (Page 401) 

 “The current method obscures uncertainty and inhibits improvement.” (Page 402) 

Hourdin, F., et al., 2017,”The art and 

science of climate model tuning,” Bull. 

Am. Meteorol. Soc., March 2017: 589-

602.32 
 

 “While the fundamental physics of climate is generally well established, sub-

models or parameterizations are approximate, either because of numerical cost 

issues (limitations in grid resolution, acceleration of radiative transfer 

computation) or, more fundamentally, because they try to summarize complex and 

multi-scale processes through an idealized and approximate representation. Each 

parameterization relies on a set of internal equations and often depends on 

parameters, the values of which are often poorly constrained by observations.” 

(Page 590) 

                                                           
31 http://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6311/401 

32 http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/BAMS-D-15-00135.1 
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 “However, because of the complexity of the climate system and of the choices and 

approximations made in each submodel, and because of priorities defined in each 

climate center, there is also subjectivity in climate model tuning…” (Page 590) 

 “Choices and compromises made during the tuning exercise may significantly 

affect model results…” (Page 590) 

 “The importance of tuning is probably not advertised as it should be. It is often 

ignored when discussing the performances of climate models in multimodel 

analyses. In fact, the tuning strategy was not even part of the required documenta-

tion of the CMIP phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations.” (Page 590) 

 “This may be because tuning is often seen as an unavoidable but dirty part of 

climate modeling, more engineering than science, an act of tinkering that does not 

merit recording in the scientific literature. There may also be some concern that 

explaining that models are tuned may strengthen the arguments of those claiming 

to question the validity of climate change projections. Tuning may be seen indeed 

as an unspeakable way to compensate for model errors.” (Page 590) 

 “They know that by adjusting parameters they also compensate, intentionally or 

not, for some (often unknown) deficiencies in the model formulation itself.” (Page 

591) 

 “There is, however, a dominant shared target for coupled climate models: the 

climate system should reach a mean equilibrium temperature close to observations 

when energy received from the sun is close to its real value (≈340 W m−2). This 

energy source will be balanced by the energy lost to space by reflected sunlight 

and thermal infrared radiation if the model conserves energy numerically (which 

cannot always be strictly imposed). We know indeed that the system is nearly in 

balance but for the ocean heat uptake, believed to be about 0.5 W m−2 in our 

warming climate, a value much smaller than the model and observational 

uncertainties…  This energy balance tuning is crucial since a change by 1 W m−2 of 

the global energy balance typically produces a change of about 0.5–1.5 K in the 

global-mean surface temperature in coupled simulations depending on the 

sensitivity of the given model.” (Pages 592-3) 

 “We end by expressing the hope that this article will encourage both a systematic 

effort by the community to document this arcane aspect of model construction and 
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for more people to join a vigorous debate on model tuning and evaluation.” (Page 

600) 
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Table 5. Droughts and Floods 

   

Document  Key Points for Consideration: 

McCabe G.J., Palecki, M.A., 

Betancourt, J.L., 2003. “Pacific and 

Atlantic Ocean Influences on Multi-

decadal Drought Frequency in the 

United States,” Proc Natl. Acad. Sci. 

101:4136-4141. 

Doi/10.1073/pnas.0306738101.33 
 

 

 “More than half (52%) of the spatial and temporal variance in multi-decadal drought 

frequency over the conterminous United States is attributable to the Pacific Decadal 

Oscillation (PDO) and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO).” (Page 4136) 

 The AMO and PDO are multi-decadal ocean temperature oscillations. Because they 

are not in phase, there are four possible combinations. (Page 4139) 

 Their finding suggests the Atlantic AMO determines the overall likelihood of drought 

(a warm Atlantic increases US drought chances) while the PDO determines the 

favored locations. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
33 http://www.u.arizona.edu/~conniew1/geog532/McCabeetal2004.pdf 
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Table 6. Hurricanes 

 

Document  Key Points for Consideration: 

Klotzback, P.K, 2017 “Hurricane 

Season Recap.”34 

 

 Integrated measures such as Net Tropical Cyclone (NTC) activity and Accumulated 

Cyclone Energy (ACE) were at top ten levels based on Atlantic hurricane data going 

back to the mid-19th century. Well above-average sea surface temperatures and 

reduced levels of vertical wind shear in the tropical Atlantic were two of the primary 

reasons why such an active season was observed. (The single table in report) 

 

 

  

                                                           
34 https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DMN3m6MVwAAFjK5.jpg 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DMN3m6MVwAAFjK5.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DMN3m6MVwAAFjK5.jpg
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Table 7. Ocean Acidity 

 

Document  Key Points for Consideration: 

Browman,H.L. 2016,”Applying 

organized skepticism to ocean 

acidification research,” J. Marine 

Sci.,73(3)529-536. 

Doi:10.1093/icesjms/fsw010.35 
 

 “’Ocean acidification’ (OA), a change in seawater chemistry driven by increased 

uptake of atmospheric CO2 by the oceans, has probably been the most-studied 

single topic in marine science in recent times. The majority of the literature on OA 

report negative effects of CO2 on organisms and conclude that OA will be 

detrimental to marine ecosystems. As is true across all of science, studies that 

report no effect of OA are typically more difficult to publish. Further, the 

mechanisms underlying the biological and ecological effects of OA have received 

little attention in most organismal groups, and some of the key mechanisms (e.g. 

calcification) are still incompletely understood. For these reasons, the ICES 

Journal of Marine Science solicited contributions to this special issue. In this 

introduction, I present a brief overview of the history of research on OA, call for a 

heightened level of organized (academic) skepticism to be applied to the body of 

work on OA, and briefly present the 44 contributions that appear in this theme 

issue.  OA research has clearly matured, and is continuing to do so. We hope that 

our readership will find that, when taken together, the articles that appear herein 

do indeed move us ‘Towards a broader perspective on ocean acidification 

research’”. (Page 529) 

 

  

  

                                                           
35 https://academic.oup.com/icesjms/article/73/3/529/2459146 
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Table 8. PM and Ozone Health Effects 

 

Document Key Points for Consideration: 

 

Young, SS. “Air quality environmental 

epidemiology studies are 

unreliable.”  Regulatory Toxicology 

and Pharmacology. 2017 86:177.36  

 “Most of the hundreds of papers on the relationship between air quality and 

mortality have serious statistical problems.” (Page 177)  

 “The current US Environmental Protection Agency, EPA, paradigm is that PM2.5 

is causal of acute human deaths.” “This report unapologetically takes the position 

that the current paradigm, air quality is a killer, is not supported by statistical 

analysis that take multiple testing and multiple modeling into account and claims 

made in these papers may not replicate.”  (Page 177)                                                           

Cox, L.A. Jr., “Do causal 

concentration-response functions exist? 

A critical review of associational and 

causal relations between fine 

particulate matter and mortality.” 

Critical Reviews in Toxicology. 2017 

Aug; 47(7): 603-631. 37 

 

 “The fundamental premise that C–R functions exist that can predict the public 

health effects caused by reductions in pollutant concentrations needs to be 

carefully reexamined and tested, as it does not appear to hold in general.” (Page 

628) 

 “C–R functions that describe historical associations do not necessarily predict how 

changing C would change R. This is partly because associations may not represent 

manipulative causal relationships, as when positive associations between baby 

aspirin consumption and heart attack risk, or between nicotine-stained fingers and 

subsequent risk of lung cancer, do not allow a valid prediction that reducing one 

would reduce the other.” (Page 627)            

 “Almost all of the existing literature on PM2.5-mortality C–R functions deals with 

associations and not with causality.” (Page 627) 

 “The few papers that do attempt to model causality in C–R relations for PM2.5 

exposure and mortality fail to distinguish among counterfactual, predictive, and 

manipulative causality. Most of these papers follow a counterfactual approach that 

relies heavily on unverified modeling assumptions about unobserved potential 

outcomes.” (Page 627) 

Cox, L.A. Jr, Popken D.A., “Has 

reducing PM2.5 and ozone caused 

reduced mortality rates in the United 

 “A causal relation between pollutant concentrations and AC or CVD mortality 

rates cannot be inferred from these historical data, although a statistical association 

between them is well supported.” (Page 162). 

                                                           
36 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.yrtph.2017.03.009 

37 http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10408444.2017.1311838 
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States?” Annals of Epidemiology. 2015 

Mar;25(3):162-73.38 

 

 “These findings suggest that predicted substantial human longevity benefits 

resulting from reducing PM2.5 and O3 may not occur or may be smaller than 

previously estimated.” (Page 162) 

Cox, L.A. Jr. Rethinking the meaning 

of concentration–response functions 

and the estimated burden of adverse 

health effects attributed to exposure 

concentrations. Risk Analysis. 2016 

Sep; 36(9):1770-1779.39 

 “C–R associations typically reflect modeling choices, and equally good choices 

can commonly lead to conflicting conclusions about the signs, significance, and 

magnitudes of C–R relations and regression coefficients.” (Page 1770) 

 “Currently available C–R data typically do not suffice to make valid predictions 

about how future changes in concentrations will affect responses.” (Page 1770) 

Young, S.S., Smith, R.L. and Lopiano, 

K,K., “Air quality and acute deaths in 

California, 2000-2012.”  Regulatory 

Toxicology and Pharmacology. 2017 

Jun; 88:173. doi: 10.1016/ 

j.yrtph.2017.06.003.40 

 “Our analysis finds little evidence for association between air quality and acute 

deaths.  (Page 173) 

 “The daily death variability was mostly explained by time of year or weather 

variables; Neither PM2.5 nor ozone added appreciably to the prediction of daily 

deaths.” (Page 173) 

 “These results call into question the widespread belief that association between air 

quality and acute deaths is causal/near-universal.” (Page 173)  

Enstrom, J.E., “Fine particulate matter 

and total mortality in cancer prevention 

study cohort reanalysis.”  Dose-

Response: An International Journal. 

2017 Jan-Mar. DOI 

10.1177/1559325817693345.41 

 A reanalysis of an earlier EPA funded study shows that when all available data are 

used no significant relationship between PM2.5 and total mortality.  “This 

independent analysis of underlying data raises serious doubts about the CPS II 

epidemiologic evidence supporting the PM2.5 NAAQS.”  (Page 1) 

 

  

 

  

                                                           
38 http://www.annalsofepidemiology.org/article/S1047-2797(14)00507-9/fulltext 
39 http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/wol1/doi/10.1111/risa.12670/full 

40 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0273230017301538?via%3Dihub 

41 http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1559325817693345 
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Table 9. Tornadoes 

 

Document  Key Points for Consideration: 

Cook, A.R., L.M. Leslie, D.B. Parsons, 

and J.T. Schaefer*, 2017, “The Impact 

of El Niño–Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) on Winter and Early Spring 

U.S. Tornado Outbreaks,” J. Clim. 

Appl. Meteor, 36:2455-2478. DOI: 

10.1175/JAMC-D-16-0249.142 

 

 “The results suggest that shifts in tornado occurrence are clearly related to ENSO. In 

particular, La Niña conditions consistently foster more frequent and intense tornado 

activity in comparison with El Niño, particularly at higher latitudes. Furthermore, it is 

found that tornado activity changes are tied not only to the location and intensity of 

the subtropical jet during individual outbreaks but also to the positions of surface 

cyclones, low-level jet streams, and instability axes.” (Page 2455) 

 “The 2011 season had the second-highest number of tornadoes on record extending 

back to the 1950s (NOAA 2014), with numbers of fatalities not seen since the 1970s, 

before the widespread use of Doppler radar to issue advanced short-term warnings.” 

(Page 2455) 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
42 http://www.spc.noaa.gov/publications/cook/ensojamc.pdf 
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Table 10. Wildfires 

 

Document  Key Points for Consideration: 

Doerr, S. and Santin, C., 2016, “Global 

trends in wildfire and its impacts: 

perceptions versus realities in a 

changing world,” Phil. Trans. Royal 

Soc. B, 371:1-

10.doi.org/10.1098/rstb.2015.034543 

 “Fire has been an important factor in the dynamics of the Earth’s climate and in 

the development of biomes since its widespread occurrence began 400–350 

million years ago (Ma).” (Page 1) 

 “Over the past couple of centuries the traditional European perception of fire has 

been implemented in many parts of the world, and fire in the landscape 

(commonly termed wildfire, wild-land fire or landscape fire) has been typically 

considered as ‘bad’ and our focus on the whole has been on eliminating or at least 

containing it [16–18]. The ‘command and control’ attitude of most Western 

societies neglects the fundamental role that fire has in sustaining biodiversity and 

ecosystem health.” (Page 1) 

 “The media still promote perceptions of wildfire as the enemy even in very fire-

prone regions, such as the western USA or eastern Australia where managers are 

attempting to move away from aggressive suppression policies and residents are 

slowly assimilating the concept of fire as an ecological factor.” (Page 1) 

 “Wildfire has been an important process affecting the Earth’s surface and 

atmosphere for over 350 million years and human societies have coexisted with 

fire since their emergence. Yet many consider wildfire as an accelerating problem, 

with widely held perceptions both in the media and scientific papers of increasing 

fire occurrence, severity and resulting losses.” (Page 1) 

 “The quantitative evidence available does not support these perceived overall 

trends. Instead, global area burned appears to have overall declined over past 

decades, and there is increasing evidence that there is less fire in the global 

landscape today than centuries ago.” (Page 1) 

 “For the western USA, they indicate little change overall, and also that area 

burned at high severity has overall declined compared to pre-European 

settlement.” (Page 1) 
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 “Direct fatalities from fire and economic losses also show no clear trends over the 

past three decades.” (Page 1) 

US Department of Interior, 2017, 

“Secretary Zinke Directs Interior 

Bureaus to Take Aggressive Action to 

Prevent Wildfires.”44 

 “It is well settled that the steady accumulation of vegetation in areas that have 

historically burned at frequent intervals exacerbates fuel conditions and often 

leads to larger and higher-intensity fires. These fires are more damaging, more 

costly, and threaten the safety and security of both the public and firefighters. In 

recent fire reviews, I have heard this described as “a new normal.” However, that 

does not mean that we should continue to address our challenges in the same ways 

that we have in the past. We must think differently about the threat of wildfire and 

how we manage public lands in ways that integrate fuels reduction – where it 

makes sense – into all our activities.” (Page 5) 

 ‘"This Administration will take a serious turn from the past and will proactively 

work to prevent forest fires through aggressive and scientific fuels reduction 

management to save lives, homes, and wildlife habitat. It is well settled that the 

steady accumulation and thickening of vegetation in areas that have historically 

burned at frequent intervals exacerbates fuel conditions and often leads to larger 

and higher-intensity fires,’ said Secretary Zinke. ‘These fires are more damaging, 

more costly, and threaten the safety and security of both the public and 

firefighters. In recent fire reviews, I have heard this described as 'a new normal.' It 

is unacceptable that we should be satisfied with the status quo. We must be 

innovative and where new authorities are needed, we will work with our 

colleagues in Congress to craft management solutions that will benefit our public 

lands for generations to come.’" (Page 2) 

McClintock, T., R., Testimony to the 

US House Subcommittee on Federal 

Lands, May 17, 2017.45 

 “Forty five years ago, we began imposing laws that have made the management of 

our forests all but impossible, effectively ending Pinchot’s vision for our national 

forests and replacing sound forest management with a doctrine of benign neglect. 

These laws all promised to improve the forest environment.  After 45 years of 

experience with them, I think we are now entitled to ask, ‘How is the forest 

environment doing?’  The answer is damning.  Our forests are dying.  Two years 

ago, the Forest Service reported 20 million dead trees in the Sierra Nevada.  Last 

                                                           
44 https://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/secretary-zinke-directs-interior-bureaus-take-aggressive-action-prevent-wildfires 
45 https://mcclintock.house.gov/newsroom/speeches/hearing-on-wildfire-prevention 
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year, the number grew to 66 million.  This year, the number is 102 million dead 

trees. In the Sierra Nevada, the land can support between 20 and 100 trees per 

acre.  The average tree density is now 266 trees per acre.  Trees that once had 

room to grow healthy and strong now fight for their lives against other trees trying 

to occupy the same ground.  In that overcrowded and stressed condition, they fall 

easy prey to disease, pestilence, drought, and ultimately to catastrophic wildfire.” 

(Pages 1-2) 

 “Time and again, we see vivid boundaries between the young, healthy, growing 

forests managed by state, local and private landholders, and the choked, dying or 

burned federal forests.” (Page 2) 

 “Nationwide, the Forest Service reports it is accomplishing less than 20 percent of 

its post-fire reforestation needs.  By contrast, private landowners move quickly to 

salvage dead timber while it still has value and then use a portion of these 

proceeds to replant their forest.” (Page 2)  
 

 

 


